
Camera Angles & Emotion

Summary

My Video

What I Learned

Embedded from 
your 

YouTube account

In a paragraph summarize what 
you DID with video for the project.

In a paragraph EXPLAIN what you 
learned, how you problemsolved  
something and link to a tutorial you 
used.

Include detailed explanation of the 
camera angles used and the emo-
tion you were trying to evoke. You 
can either write this evidence or 
create a screencast and embed it 
from YouTube.

My Storyboard

Scan and embed 
from Flickr
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Camera Angles & Emotion 
 
NAME__________________________________ PERIOD 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 

 Title blog post Camera Angles & Emotion    
 Use Section Headings in blog post    
 Use proper grammar, (uppercase ‘I’, YouTube)    

Summary 
 Write what you did for this project    

Refer to the skills listed below in your description 
Skills/4 (Include either written or visual evidence of skills in post) 

 8.1 Brainstorm and Storyboard sequence of events   ___ 
 8.2 Set up and operate basic video equipment   ___ 
 8.3 Explain and demonstrate use of camera techniques  ___ 
 8.4 Explain and demonstrate sequencing shots   ___ 
 8.5 Explain and demonstrate the use of lighting   ___ 
 8.6 Demonstrate knowledge of recording practices   ___ 
 8.7 Use tools for transferring video to the computer   ___ 
 8.8 Perform editing techniques using software  ___ 
 8.9 Adapt file and format size to method of delivery   ___ 
 8.10 Practice and use the different effects    ___  

Writing Rubric or Other Standard Rubric 
 4 - Very Complex, flows, and makes sense   ___ 
 3 - Complex, flows, makes sense    ___ 
 2 - Moderate complexity, attempt at flow   ___ 
 1 - Not Complex, no flow, doesn’t make sense  ___ 

Camera Angles and Emotion Explained (Video or Text) 
 4 - Very Detailed, makes sense, all 6 explained  ___ 
 3 - Detailed, makes sense, at least 4 explained  ___ 
 2 - Some detail, at least 2 explained    ___ 
 1 - Not detailed, attempt at explaining   ___ 

My Video  
 Upload video to YouTube     ___ 
 Embed Image or Video from YouTube    ___ 
 Video set to Unlisted     ___ 
 Set Creative Commons or copyright settings  ___ 

What I Learned   
 Write what you Learned     ___ 
 How you demonstrated a 21st Century Skill   ___ 
 Explain how you solved a problem    ___ 
 Link to a tutorial you followed    ___ 

 
Reviewer’s Name ___________________ 20 POINTS TOTAL ___  
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